Trustees Reappoint Eight Out Of Sixteen Faculty

The trustees reappointed the following students last Monday night:

Mr. Biro, Dr. Biron, Dr. Jarvis, Dr. Jeffries, Mr. Levering, Mr. Lovering, Professors Senna and Levering.

The reappointed students are:

Robert Biron of Civil Engineering,
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**I'm Experiencing A Blue Christmas**

Perhaps the only thing more difficult than writing about Christmas is asking yourself what it means to you and then trying to answer that question. After a short time one usually is quite perplexed.

The birth of Christ approximately 2,000 years ago has little bearing on what works today. The modern day celebration has the profundity of a yo-yo. The secularized and mundane remnants that exist are a reflection of the tumultuous pace of now.

The Christmas "season" was observed. This has become transformed into the Christmas day. Decorations are now a facade erected to express a sort of false hope that maybe someday they will be once again a true expression of the spirit of Christmas in us, practically speaking, means a season of peace only because the semester is over.

Perhaps what we need to do desperately is to sit somewhere for a while, clean our minds of overbearing items and reflect on Christmas for a while. Undoubtedly at this stage of the semester we have been moving too fast anyway. Actually sitting down to digest the avalanche of what is happening around us will be plain good medicine.

Think of the Christmas past. Remember Christmas Eve when man first orbited the moon? Remember the T.V. pictures of the moon's incredibly jagged yet somehow overwhelmingly serene surface? Remember the astronauts' red-suited form? Only for those few moments was mankind united in the true spirit of Brotherhood, Peace, and Joy. Think about it, it'll do you good!

---

**Student Evaluation**

This year a novelty, indeed, has been inserted throughout the Institute from the Board of Trustees down through the student body. This unique concept was to have students actually evaluate a faculty member's teaching ability. A committee was formed to compose a formal form for the Institute. Prof. Bill Burke from the College of Management Science was the driving force of this committee. After meetings, long speeches and shouldering of the part of Prof. Burke, the form is now in effect. The result of the form will be circulated when the faculty member is in question for promotion or a pay raise. This predicament has produced many unique situations. Without faculty members have been known to request that their students have a week and kids. If they were sincere now, can you imagine how they did in the past?

Presently the data saved from the evaluation forms is considered privileged information and is subject to very few. Student Council President John Redfern in conjunction with other student bodies is specifying a drive to the administration to release the data.

The effect would be that a student would know precisely the content of the course, the ability of the teacher before he is already elected. Consider the course you have taken that have been a W in a semester because some aspect of it was up to you. If you know what you are at, you would like to enter for the course.

The analogy is clear. Student are consumers. Why should they pay for a defective product? Love now argue that consists of funds be placed labels. Students should ideally be labled.

The concept of this could only be seen in the interest of the college at Tech. If a teacher was not found well, he would have to upgrade the quality of his students because to 4 weeks. In other words he would not only the assistance to the students adequately, he should not be teaching. Why make students seeking an education under the incredible burden of an incompetent teacher?


government states that the use of academic evaluation means come to the end of the state college system. We feel that the best step that is urgent, public appeal of the professors-

---

**Text Spotlight: Winton A. Tschirhart**

Last Thursday night at the Trustees meeting, an item of great interest to the LTH community was presented as a recommendation from the Personnel Committee. It read as follows:

Upon motion duly made and seconded, the recommendation of the Personnel Committee for the purpose of constructing a new building at the United Foundation of the Football athletic program at the Institute: Voting. Yea: 15, Nay: 0.

It should be noted that the salary would be $1,000 per month.

Mr. Long is an ex-football player for the Patriots who has longstanding connections with prominent state politicians. This is the first time he has requested that he be considered. Attempts to hire him previously were thwarted due to the insistence of members of the Athletic Department.

It might also be noted that Dean King, in conjunction with members of the football club had put together a study of football at LTH that was presented to the Trustees at that same meeting.

Last year the Institute had a psychologist on campus for one day a week to use students. This was discontinued this year for lack of funds.

The recommendation of the Personnel Committee and Chairman Levering should be severely reprimanded for being totally secret in their responsibilities to the Institute. Where are their priorities? Are they going to continue to make LTH a dumping ground for political payoffs?

It takes an incredible amount of naivete and lack of responsibility to screw 10 competent faculty members and then in the next 10 days recommend hiring a political piggy bank.

At the Trustees meeting Mr. Levering attempted to ridicule the firing of Mr. Long by a foolish analogy. Only Lloyd Cutler's awareness saved the Institute's mooney and reputation. The real story goes something like this:

Mr. Long had been promised to a vice chairman position. Mr. Levering hit a thumb into Mr. Long's eye while all was said was dropped.

This does not absolve Mr. Levering from his responsibility to one with a backbone.

Senator Joseph S. Soley was at the meeting last Thursday. The Senator is chairman of the Senate Ways and Means Committee. Thankfully the Board saw the insignificance in the Personnel Committee's recommendations and shot it down. This was done in executive session after Mr. Levering dithers it from the open meeting when it appeared that the Trustees would not vote favorably.

---

**Christmas Chemistry Majors**

LTH's Christmas present to the Chemistry majors is the budget for the Chemistry Research Society. Members of the community to apprise the Chemistry Research Society of the funds that were recently "altered" in the Chemistry Department. A new building is being considered for the new building. Only one third of the funds will be used by the people who support the philosophy that money is in this is that we should thus take advantage of the situation so we may not have such a huge "chunk of green" for a time or two. If the "chunk of the green" is not to come for a cause - how does the Chemistry Research Society get the money for their needs in the future?

Thinking of the cake is that these matters are not going to an American chemist, but a Japanese chemist. This firm requires that we give them the money now and they will probably be interested in this due to a temporary problem.

The freshmen lab required $17,390. The Trustees recommended $15,000 and commensurate with $52,00. The graduate lab required $54,500. The Trustees recommended $20,000 and $20,000. All physical and physical undergraduate students $19,349, but interesting is that Prof. Levering's committee was only $20,000. Their recommendation was only $126,492 and Mr. Levering's analysis was cut. We are all the better off.

Research is primarily used for graduate students. A few less expensive may do some research, but usually are not permitted to do so. The committee recommended $20,000 and $10,000 and approximately 100 students per year. There are about 120 students in the laboratory, including the graduate and faculty members. What kind of a program is this? The research lead under consideration:

---

**Snow Removal**

Recently we saw the first of the many good-sized snowstorms that are sure to strike this winter. We also saw a typical display of LTH incompetence. The members of the staff, who made the Bourgeois parking lot uncomfortable, found many students in park in the LTH Research Foundation lot. This was to the advantage of the students, the experts were already unskilled in the demands and snow could be cleared to a normal speed.

Perhaps the authorities should not know how far the Research Foundation lot is, where the cars can park without being snowed in? Would it be possible after the next snowfall to allow the students to move their cars to the Research Foundation lot? This would make it easier for the Bourgeois lot to be cleared? As soon as this is done they could move back. The snow is too dirty and on an otherwise manageable parking problem, and it would be helpful if it were sterilized to a point that some can be thrown in the lot and expose the snow.

---

**Reading Week**

As the semester draws to a close, it is appropriate to comment that we are given a "week off" in most universities and is called "reading week." It is the week most teachers have in which to get together and discuss any issue. LTH students should have no obligation to the university for the rest of the month. This is the week used to correct any errors in their work. Some, of course, is spent in completing the fall and spring sessions.

---
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Evaluation of Evaluation Form

Dear Editor:

In The Text of December 4 my name is indexed on a list of physics faculty who are giving a special family meeting "meritoriously for" the student evaluation form for using family performance. Since I did not even stand in the Student Senate, I did not express any personal opinions or experiences. I am aware of the fact that the itemization is on the entire public, and I would strongly be inclined to make more of a student's evaluation form useful.

It is of great interest to put the entire faculty under a sort of evaluation and not to have just a few involve the student. I think, however, that the data and the faculty members are the people who would be interested.

One of the questions that I have is the following: What is the best way to evaluate a faculty member?

I would suggest that the best way to evaluate a faculty member is to have the students evaluate the faculty member themselves. I think that this is the best way to evaluate a faculty member.

Sincerely yours,

Edward B. Miller

New England Regional Student Program

The New England Board of Higher Education has approved the regional program in New England through the New England Regional Student Program. The program, which is a result of the collaborative efforts of the institutions in the region, is designed to provide a more flexible and efficient way for students to complete their education.

The program offers courses in a variety of subjects, including business, engineering, and science. Students can take courses at any of the participating institutions, and they can transfer credits from one institution to another.

In addition to offering courses, the program also provides a variety of services to support students, including counseling, financial aid, and career services.

The New England Regional Student Program is a great opportunity for students to complete their education in a more convenient and affordable way. Students are encouraged to take advantage of this program to help them achieve their educational goals.

Letters cont.

Sane Drug Policy

Dear Sir:

Many people think that the drug laws in Massachusetts are too lenient, yet people can still be sent to jail for up to two years for a first-time offense.

The Committee for a Sane Drug Policy encourages the legislature to decriminalize marijuana but in order to get it passed we need your help. You are the people most affected by harsh drug laws and we need your help for change to come.

The Committee for a Sane Drug Policy would like to volunteer now and next semester to organize local campaigns, work in the Boston Globe distributing questionnaires, write letters to the editor, and lobby at the State House.

Drug reform is an issue which concerns you directly and one that you can have some influence upon. Maybe it's time for you to get involved in the political scene.

Contact:

Committee for a Sane Drug Policy

300 Beacon St.
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 267-7252

The First Grand Annual

Agricultural Department

Apology

With unlimited pride, we accede to the wishes of the Placement Office which, after careful consideration of our apologies, we had projected $11,500.
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Student Council Rolls On

The meeting was called to order at 12:10 by Dr. J. Charles Cork. The Secretary's report was accepted, and the minutes of Tuesday's meeting were read. The next business was the presentation of a resolution to the students. The resolution was accepted unanimously.

The Council then discussed the upcoming social events, including a dance next week and a picnic the following weekend. The Council also decided to order new T-shirts for the student body, with the design featuring the school's mascot.

Judy Collins—A Different Concert

Judy Collins is a natural performer. Her versatility was very apparent throughout the concert. She played both solo and with a string quartet, guitar, and piano. Her voice was strong and clear, and she had a good command of her instrument. The concert was held in the auditorium, and there were several hundred people in attendance.

The concert was well-received by the audience, who were clearly enjoying the music. The concert was closed with an encore of "Smokey Mountain Rain," which was met with enthusiastic applause.

U Fix It

Where you fix your own car and save.

We have the tools and the place.

1629 Lakeview Ave, Dracut, Mass. 01826
$2.50 per hour — metric tools also

Tel. 957-9842
Tech To Hire Female Gym Instructor As Soon As Possible

A motion by Student Trustee Lloyd Cuttlar, which was seconded by Mayor Ellen Sampson, reopened the issue of hiring a female physical education instructor.

Trustee Taglin jumped immediately to the offensive asking whether it was the policy of the Board to hire personnel with committee and administration recommendations. Chairman Lovering commented that this was an important issue and that the time had come to arrive at a decision. Lovering recommended that the trustees vote to make every effort to hire a women’s athletic instructor before second semester.

Sheldon Busansky objected. He stated that he spoke in principle with the motion. However, he wanted some stipulations attached to the motion such as to whom this employee would report. He felt that the board would not vote on it.

Mayor Sampson backed the proposal, wholeheartedly stating that for too long the Institute has decided women what is rightfully theirs.

BUDGET BLUES

As Christmas approaches eyes turn toward the state house hoping that Governor Seagrave will pursue in the Christmas spirit the proposed financial reform measure. The $15 million of the amount withheld by the stabilizer Amendment from the various state accounts is unofficially expected to reappear. Reversing these funds only requires the approval of the Governor and the Secretary of Finance. For Lowell Tech this amount will total approximately $31,600. Above and beyond this, prospects appear dim, for any other monies require a legislative act to be allocated. The fact is in contrast with the Governor’s insistence that he will not file a deficit budget this year by a pointed fiscal picture. However, LTI, in conjunction with other state agencies is proposing a deficit budget in hopes that the situation will change.

At this time of year much attention is focused on next year’s budget. This has been prepared and approved by the Trustees shortly after the Nov. 1 deadline. The proposed budget totals $12.9 million and includes $8.2 new permanent salaried positions. Among these are janitors for the new buildings, a Student Union Director, carpenters, plumbers and painters for maintenance, watchmen and campus police and professional guidance counselors. It might be noted that the requested positions were determined by the State’s own guidelines for our student enrollment and space needs.

This year’s request is $14 million over last year’s requested budget and $4.3 million over last year’s allocated budget. The new budget is currently being reviewed by the Secretary of Education, G. and the Budget and Finance Bureau.

This year’s different system exists for reviewing the budget at the State House. This is submitted to the Board of Higher Education for their review. Their recommendation will then proceed to the Secretary, who in turn will compare the positions to the State’s budget, which will reflect both the budget as a whole and the cuts made by the Board of Higher Education. With his recommendations the budget goes to the governor’s office for a final review and presentation to the legislature. Lowell Tech’s budget has been reviewed by the Board of Higher Education and is currently being examined by the Secretary of Education and the Budget and Finance Bureau.

The budget did not pass through the Board of Higher Education. The Board of Higher Education recommends cutting it to $9.77 million. The biggest cut came in the personnel salaries account. This was sliced from $7,922,736 down to $6,011,980. No determination of which positions would be deleted has been made yet. The cut was made in terms of money available in the permanent salary account. One specific area that was eliminated was the Graduate Teaching Assistantships and the Limited Term Assistantships. Presently there are 13 undergraduate assistantships at $3,000 each and each the teaching assistantships at $3,000 each.

Dr. Hogins, a member of the executive committee, stated that this decision, if it should remain, is a severe blow to the graduate program. He indicated that this is a necessity for maintaining a quality graduate program. Dr. Hogins also stated that this would be an item of top priority in the battle between the State and LTI.

The governor submits his budget as of February, in order to put an end to the winter. Of course now and then there will be a well broadened path between the State House and LTI as the Governor and Tech administrators attempt to reach a working solution concerning the budget.

Let Me Take You Higher

by Plant and the Family Stone

A lot of people have been complaining that Christmas songs are just too much. We'll, the faculty and administration that problem. On Christmas eve when is everyone is sitting around the chimney waiting for Nick to show up, here are some songs you can sing to everyone.

Bricks burning on an open fire
Mary Jane nipping at your nose
Everyone tripping on spoons
And folks flocked up like witches

Everybody knows a budget and sweet music line
Help to make the night bright
They fell in their woe little bed
Will even want to sleep tonight
They know the posh is on his way
Bring lots of pills and good times in his sleigh.

And every mother’s child is going to freak when they see that relish can really fly and so I’m offering this single pill for everyone from one to sixty-two
Also it’s been studied many ways many ways
Get it on this Christmas day

I Remember Lola

by L&M The Real Guitars

Christmas time has always been special for Lola, as it is for most people.

However this year was different. Lola was nagged by an unnamed fear. Her days were uneasy, fierce once it was the night that took the real toll on Lola. Bringing short weeks with a start and the moon cast eerie shadows throughout the empty house. And Lola asked herself the every-present question “Why?”

Each night she sit to herself by reviewing in her mind the events of the past few months. The Harvest Ball, and that ill fated night in the Ritz-Chicago with Kelvin. And again she asked “Why?”

In the days Lola occupied mind with woe it might she sought the pain with a good dose of downers and liquor.

This night, less than a week from that hollowed day she so revered (Christmas), Lola broke down in tears on her bed to the soft sound of camel oil on the windowpane.

Losing herself in her sorrow, she was unable to close the door open downstairs and the soft padding of stockinged feet climbing up the carpeted stairs.

Joked out of her tears by a sharp feeling that she wasn’t alone, Lola was moved to see a short, slender girl standing in an unbuttoned trenchcoat. His body was up around his neck and in the eerie light his eyes flashed red, white and blue. He wore no shoes, only two pairs of thick ski socks. One pair on his feet and the other covered his hands.

He spoke English with a heavy German accent. “You will come with us, we miss at President, she wishes to have words with you on matters of your great delicacy.”


Next Week: “The Big Answer”

Nixon Is My WHAT?

Nixon is my shepherd. I am in want
He maketh me to lie on park benches
To kash in with buildin factories.
He restoreth my doubt in the Republican Party.
He provided me in the path of unemployment for his party’s sake.
Yea, through I walk through the valley of soup kitchens, I am hungry.
He strengtheneth my income with taxes.
Only exceedeth me mine income.
Surely, poverty and hard times shall follow me
All the days of the Republican administration
And I shall wall in a retired home forever.

Five thousand years ago Moses said, “Pick up your shovels, mount your car and city, and I will lead you to the Promised Land.”

Twelve years ago Roosevelt said, “Lay down your shovel, light up a cigar and sit on your ass for this is the Promised Land.”

Nor people, because Nixon will take your shovel, show it up your ass, pull your coat, and tell you there is no Promised Land.
Christmas Cut-Ups

This is the freezin’ season, so keep Leo warm. Cut him out and dress him up.
Swimmers Take Three More Wins

by Tom Neadly

On Monday, our LTI swimming team beat Holy Cross by a score of 129-49. LTI had six firsts, three seconds, four thirds, and seven others. The meet took place at Miller Field on the university campus and Wattenburger combined for first in the 400 medley relay. Dave Goodrich won the 500 yard freestyle race in a time of 4:50, a new school record. Brian Hannan won the 200 yard breaststroke. In diving, Jerry Meyer was first in regulation diving while Bob Cann took second in diving, gathering over 200 points.

The Awards:

On Friday night the Varsity Swim Team met Bridgeport and the result was a loss. The scores were 97-100. Bridgeport's 4x200 meter freestyle performances were given by Dave Goodrich in the 1000 meter and 500 meter freestyle events, with Tom Wattenburger joining in the 200 meter intermediate. LTI required D. Beavers and of Bridgeport's first place edge by outscoring LTT in style. LTI also took first place in the 400 yard free relay with the team of Brian Hannan, Tom Wattenburger, B. Troje, and Robert Stahley.

Saturday night the swim team was prepared for the attack on Boston College and returned to form another line-up. The scores were 63-76. Lack of several key men and the need to adapt to different situations kept LTI from taking first place in the 400 yard medley. With the recovery of Bob Cann and Tom Wattenburger, LTT's line-up was tenable.

Wrestlers Win Four Straight After Opening Loss

On Dec. 9, the Lowell Tech wrestling team won two against Tufts and Amherst. The meet was held at a triangular tournament at Tufts. The triangular tournament was a new way to hold a three team meet. There are the regular ten weight classes. Each team is allowed to enter twelve men, but no more than two in each weight class. Each weight class was run at a round robin tournament. This means that each man starts out with zero points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent gets six points, he is out of the meet. If one match results in a tie, then the winner gets three points and the loser gets no points. As soon as an opponent

LTI Hockey

Surging

In the last two weeks, the LTI hockey team had located their record to 5 wins and 3 losses. The Terriers have been playing some good tough hockey of late and have won two of their last three games.

Lowell Tech’s trip to Holy Cross turned out to be a profitable one as they scored 6-0. Mike Geragoshian turned in a good game and notched his first shutout of the year. The defense finally got it all together and kept Mike Cann back from scoring by Bob Keating (2), Steve Wood, Bruce Hutchinson, John Condon and Scott McKay.

The Terriers followed with a tough game at Salem State. A good crowd was on hand to witness what had been one of Tech’s most exciting games this year. The Vikings seemed to take an early lead and went out in front at 10:02 on a slapper that was tipped into the net. If it wasn’t for some strong saves by Mike Geragoshian, Tech would have been behind by more than one goal at this point. But after a split effort by the first period, the Terriers switched to the game. As Steve Woods scored on a power play at 15:33 to make it 1-1. Nothing that the goalie was out of the net. Steve Hope couldn’t in.

The two teams played to a standoff in the second period. Tech had many scoring chances but the Viking goalie kicked them out at each goal. The end, fewer were kicked as a result of Bob B auditor being hit by the head by a high stick. As the second period drew to a close, both benches cleared. John Lesbury was thrown out of the game as the ensuing scuffle.

Salem State came out in the third period and scored twice in the first ten minutes to make the score 3-1. But then Tech continued and came within saw as John Nagle tipped home a shot from the point. Assists went to Demitri Stead and Bruce Hutchinson with one minute left, coach Riley pulled the goalie but the Terriers could not score. Salem State scored an open net goal with nine seconds left to make the final 5-4 at Tech. Special mention should be made of the good performances is goal by Geragoshian and the Salem State goalie.

Next LTI traveled to Worcester where they unluckily tied Nichols 1-0-3. Coach Riley elected to go to Tech and should shoot them near. The end, fewer were kicked as a result of Bob B auditor being hit by the head by a high stick. As the second period drew to a close, both benches cleared. John Lesbury was thrown out of the game as the ensuing scuffle.

The first period was fairly evenly played as the score was 3-2 at the buzzer. Both teams played well in the second period and had difficulty playing. But somehow Tech scored four goals on Nichols one and led 6-3. The final period was totally dominated by the Terriers who scored four goals more. Tech played well and used their points effectively. The defense has improved with the return of Ted Nagle (2 goals). Bob Keating also had a good game in the scoring department as he got 3 goals to give him his first hat trick of the year. Other goals were scored by Butch Everett, Russ Gallic, Denis Stodd, and Billy Hanlon. If you haven’t noticed the stick is back at Costello Gym is still without ice in the middle of December. Coach Riley tells me he is very disappointed by this.

Hopefully the situation will correct in order that we provide the proper facilities for skating will be available for both teams and skating.
How Do You Explain A Four-One Record?

TheLovelyTech Varsity ten-pin bowling team is enjoying another promising season.

Seven senior experienced in for the team practices but some of their members were led to believe that the team would not continue. The first senior to leave was Capt. Steve Brown and several other members of the team were not sure of their continuation. The remaining team members were practicing for the upcoming season.

The love of the game is evident in the form of team's performance. The team is currently ranked 12th and scored 98-70 in their most recent match.

Tech Bowlers Having Another Winning Season

As The Raquet Strings...

The past two weeks have seen the LTI squash team go down in two different matches. The first was against UNH yesterday, with a score of 6-0. Today's match was against Dartmouth and was won 4-2.

The Rusty Scupper wants you

Now interviewing. Job openings for waiters, bartenders, cocktail waitresses and hostesses (must be 21).

Applying in person at Rusty Scupper, Village of Nagog woods, Rte. 2-A, Maynard, Mass. or call 263-0050 for information.

The Rusty Scupper

December 18, 1972
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Cross Country Finishes Another Successful Season

The LTI Cross Country team officially entered the 1972-73 season on November 18 by placing second in the Tri-State Cross Country Championships. The team was held at Schodack with seven teams entered.

SMU came in first with five members, while the LTI team was second with Jim Roberts as the first runner and Iqbal Assa'ad as the second runner. The team scored 19 points and 23 points, respectively.

Cross Country team underrepresented in this competition. Some members of the team entered the regionals and AAU Championships held at Northern Essex Community College in 1972. In those contests, Jim Roberts finished the 6.3 mile course in 33:08 to place sixth, while other runners included Rich Lindell (12th), Bill Carpenter (23rd), and Rich Roberts (30th).

In the Jock Poll held recently, Cross Country placed 13th out of 26 teams. Over the last three years the team has accumulated a 33-7 record. It's a shame that all of the hard work put in by the team is going virtually unnoticed in the eyes of the selectors.

The success of the Cross Country team has to be attributed to the efforts of Jim Roberts, Rich Lindell, Brad Hurst, John DeAngelo, Andy McLaughlin, and Brett Blandin. All contributed consistently to bolstering the team's performance.

The Rusty Scupper was last seen running near the river, paddling with his usual enthusiasm. It was observed that he did not seem to notice the changes in his surroundings.

The Boatyard was last seen racing against the wind, with no apparent destination. The dock was checked but no trace of the boat or its owner was found. The boatyard was entered by a wet Suit Kremer. Middlebury was also caught in a training session but the team had to be held back before they could launch their boat. The Middlebury team was seen running on a course that didn't seem to match any existing one. At New England College, they started to train in a course that didn't seem to match any existing one.

The team knows now that after the recent second place performance at New England College, they play a good basketball team and still can greatly improve on last year's 14-14 record. The team feels that their recent success should be added to the season goals and give them a chance to improve and challenge the high school teams.

The Rusty Scupper basketball team is good. They have some good basketball players but not at the level of the high school teams. The second half of the season should see the team performing better.
PHI GAMMA PSI

If you read our article last week you are not. If you read it and understood it you’re really lucky! We didn’t have an article last week. And Stu already sent enough mail (mostly cute) that we are once again having to take up space.

Our chat is to Pooky for being elected V.P. of the L.F.C.S.C. and I bet you didn’t know we had a hat on, although you could smell it. The house has been unusually quiet lately, and we are so pleased. Thanks to Miss Holt for making it all possible.

Porky has been hard at work writing the statistics that people intend the most photographic. Our two biggest handicaps last year was football and we were able to get you back. It’s only the gossipy stuff on the roof, right. Now that football is over our kids can have the park and we can get back to the critical training camp (to take pictures.)

Christmas is coming, we are once again engaged in the business of selling Christmas trees so come down to the lovely section of the fajarit disrdt and pick one out. (You’ll make a Pyle happy)

There was a battle last Friday, but I don’t know who won. Maybe next week. Memo to J.P., Yonk, Mass, Charlie, B.B., and the rest of you - The Moff is definitely too Tough and will not take a dive!

HAPPY HANNUKAH and MERRY CHRISTMAS
THE GRAND MUFF of PHI GAMMA PSI

Armenian Night
A Huge Success

Recently on November 17 the Armenian Students’ Organization held its first and second annual “Armenian Night”, featuring the fabulous Armenian dancers of the Holiday Inn in Tuxedo Park. As the Organization’s first function it proved to be a great success. There were parents, friends, and students from various universities around the Boston area.

As usual, the Soony Band was dynamic in its presentation of Armenian and international music. This is not new for the Soony Band in any sense. And we are all known in the Armenian community for our high standard of performance.

The Organization is grateful to the members, their families, and friends who helped make “Armenian Night” a successful event. From this year’s success it is very likely that this might be a yearly event, so keep your eyes and ears open for future announcements.

Some of the Organization’s future plans include a joint Christmas party with the help of several other groups from the Lowell and Boston area; a few seminars and lectures including a lecture concerning the problem of drugs and its rehabilitation; and a feature on by-pass getting books for the LTI Charity related to Armenian topics; field trips; and many more, keep looking for announcements in the NEWSLETTER, and flyers around the campus.

Those students who would like to actively participate in the A.S.O., LTI are welcome to join.

Dr. Karakashian from the physics department, will be glad to supply more information.

Dr. Karakashian has been actively involved in our Organization’s advisor and can supply you information a student must want to know.

You’ll be seeing us and hearing about us too!

Armenia Students’ Organization Committee

To All Organizations

The Student Union Organization has distributed a questionnaire on the office of campus activities.

Any organization on campus that wishes office space in either the Student Union, Math-Biology, or Chemistry buildings and did not receive a copy, leave note in Box 367.

Phi Sigma Rho

Friday, Dec. 8, 1972 Phi Sigma Rho held a card and games party for all the guys. The party ended up at DK for awhile until the guys decided to discuss some of the festivities. Three brave sections and two freshmen rode the streets of Lowell until they ended up at TRE for a social call. While at TRE the guys got in urge to borrow a few items.

When they left they knew the night didn’t consist of going to EO, OE, KE, Phi Ep, TEP, and DK to borrow some items.

The hosts of these houses wondered why the thieves were miking a social call at 3:30 a.m. but they were happy to see us.

It was a Pyle night! It was a good thing we didn’t go to the M Benjamin house too early.

TRENTS

LTI Paper Engineering Scholarship Winners

Mr. James Carter, Chairman of the Board of Nashua Corp, Nashua, N.H., and a longtime member of LTI’s Paper Industry Advisory Committee was the guest of honor and principal speaker last Thursday night at a joint dinner meeting of the Student chapters of TAPPI and AICHE. Mr. Carter is retiring from the committee because of the pressure of other duties. A handsome plaque and an Anderson Design hand-drafted ceramic bowl was presented to him as a token of appreciation.

As his host, participation on the committee, Mr. Carter awarded check to each scholarship winner. Eleven of these were, made available by contributors to the Paper Engineering Scholarship Fund while one other was granted by the Boston Paper Trade Association.

Mr. Carter spoke of the growth and progress of the Nashua Corp, particularly during the past ten years, of the part played by former LTI graduates currently employed there. He outlined the specifications for engineers seeking to become a part of the rapidly expanding specialty converters field.

Besides award recipients, the principals shown in the picture at the left are, extreme left, Dr. H.H. Reynolds, chairman of the Chem. Eng. Dept.; LTI; Mr. James Carter, Jr., fiancé left, and Prof. Charles Higgin, Chem. Eng. Dept., second from right.

TRENTS

Notice to All EE Students

On Thursday, January 25, 1973, the IEEE will hold an important general meeting in the 1200 room to be announced at this time for two field trips. One will be to the Salem Harbor Station, and the other will be to Digital Equipment Corporation. The Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University will organize the social events of a Dinner Dance and Safari for the 1200 group and all invited guests.

All IEEE students are urged to mark this day on their calendars. There will be a $5.00 registration fee, with $1.00 of the registration to go towards the cost of the event. (All expenses will be fully covered by the IEEE.)

The IEEE would like to wish all students and faculty a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

TRENTS

Tau Epsilon Phi

Will now that the semester is almost over, and everybody is studying like crazy, we would like to wish you the best of luck in your exams.

Please be held this week at the house. Remember interviews are an integral part in learning about future employment, so we should consider going to an interview even if he is undecided.

Some of the T.E.P. interviews will be held on Tues., Wed. and Thurs., Dec. 12, 13, and 14. The details of the interviews will be given between the hours of 6.30 and 8.00. So why not drop over and shout the shift.

Our bowling team finally won a game. This was a big surprise in the brotherhood, and we are looking for more. Keep it up guys.

The basketball team came in second in our last game. What can you say?

The brotherhood is preparing for the house for the holiday season with the thought of getting into proper spirit.

So good luck on finals, have a good vacation, and we will see you next semester, AND DON’T FORGET THOSE INTERVIEWS.

Hal
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Interview
With Barbara Miliatis

Barbara Miliatis is an instructor in the LL Department. This year she was nominated and voted in to the Council of Graduate Students to serve on the committee for establishing equity at Lowell Tech.

This year, through the actions of the faculty and Institute Council Chairman Gerald O'Brien, the Institute has taken certain actions which were welcomed by students. I think that many of the male faculty members told to view women, especially women who have gone into educational and social services, as a frivolous eye (understandably). This can be statistically prove false. The kinds of abuse are not given some kind of basis - particularly on the women faculty members. In them, I think that the situation of the women be improved, because there are so many women with additional authorities, Ellen Douglass, Wonder's Risk Supervisor, and Linda Smith, Public Health Director, have been all told to the board, there must be changes. Promotion opportunities and equal educational opportunities are being made teaching leads than their male counterparts. They are not given some kind of basis - pregnancy leave, etc. I think that the primary issue of the students should be a strong affirmative program which will at least attempt to correct these kinds of things.

I think that the issue of the students at Lowell Tech is that the situation is now very high and I think that one of the problems discussed here is because of the confusion which in a large part has been perpetuated by the members of the administration by applying individual pressure to some students who are members of the Committee, although this is obviously not the case. In fact, I am not speaking for the Committee now. I think the confusion over what affirmative action is and just getting off the ground is a major reason for the students' problems. We have gone without an affirmative action program since history began. With this action program was fixed, the administration suddenly, overnight, took affirmative action.

There are no real conflicts as far as personal principles with each other. The problem is that for some of us, who have been in the committee longer, we are at a higher level of consideration. Ten years ago I was a member that all we had to do was point out the inconsistencies and turn around the situation. Treatments and administration would say, "Oh, forgive us!" and correct it. I no longer believe this. I think that without the legal appraisal for which is nothing is done, I am not as much as the external institution. In this case, the Institute has made a report. The students have made a report. The students have made a report. The students have made a report. The students have made a report. The students have made a report. The students have made a report. The students have made a report. The students have made a report. The students have made a report.